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ABSTRACT
There is increasing evidence that sleep facilitates memory acquisition and
consolidation. Moreover, the sleep-wake history preceding memory acquisition
and retention as well as circadian timing may be important. We showed
previously that sleep deprivation (SD) following learning in OF1 mice impaired
their performance in an object recognition task. The learning task was scheduled
at the end of the 12-h dark period and the test 24 h later. To investigate the
influence of the prominent circadian sleep-wake distribution typical for rodents,
we now scheduled the learning task at the beginning of the dark period.
Wakefulness following immediately after the learning task, was attained either by
gentle interference (SD; n = 20) or by spontaneous wheel running (RW; n = 20).
Two control groups were used. One had no RW throughout the experiment (n =
23), while the other group’s wheel was blocked immediately after acquisition (n =
16), thereby preventing its use until test. Recognition memory, defined as the
difference in exploration of a novel and familiar objects, was assessed 24 h later
during the test phase. Motor activity and RW use were continuously recorded.
Remarkably, performance in the object recognition task was not influenced
by the protocols; the waking period following acquisition did not impair memory,
independently of the method inducing wakefulness, i.e. sleep deprivation or
spontaneous running. Thus, all groups explored the novel object significantly
longer than the familiar ones during the test phase. Interestingly, neither the
amount of rest lost during the SD interventions nor the amount of rest preceding
acquisition influenced performance. However, the total amount of rest obtained
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by the control and SD mice subjected to acquisition at “dark offset” correlated
positively (r = 0.66) with memory at test, while no such relationship occurred in
the corresponding groups tested at dark onset. Neither the amount of running nor
intermediate rest correlated with performance at test in the RW group.
We conclude that interfering with sleep during the dark period does not
affect object recognition memory consolidation.

KEY WORDS: sleep deprivation, recognition memory, running wheel, mice,
polyphasic sleep-wake rhythm
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INTRODUCTION
There is compelling evidence that sleep is beneficial for learning, memory
consolidation and retrieval in both animals and humans. In contrast, an interval of
sleep deprivation (SD) following upon learning, leads to performance impairment
(reviewed by Stickgold and Walker 2007). Moreover, only sleep occurring within
an early, specific time window following upon the learning phase facilitates
memory consolidation effectively (e.g. rats: Pearlman 1973; Smith and Butler
1982; Smith et al. 1991; Smith and Rose 1996; Smith et al. 1998; Bjorness et al.
2005; Hairston et al. 2005; Fu et al. 2007; mice: Graves et al. 2003). We have
shown previously that mice subjected to 6 h SD at light onset, following
immediately upon acquisition, displayed a significant object recognition deficit 24
h later, while memory was not impaired when the same SD was performed with a
6-h delay (Palchykova et al. 2006b). Learning and memory have been shown to
be influenced by circadian timing (rodents: Holloway and Wansley 1973; Stephan
and Kovacevic 1978; Chaudhury and Colwell 2002; Eckel-Mahan et al. 2008;
Aplisia: Lyons et al. 2005). Mice showed a faster acquisition of contextual fear
when they were trained during the light period compared to the dark period, and
their recall was markedly superior after the light-phase training (Chaudhury and
Colwell 2002; Eckel-Mahan et al. 2008). The better performance coincided with
the circadian peak of hippocampal mitogen-activated protein kinase activity
(Eckel-Mahan et al. 2008). Both studies replicated the results under continuous
darkness, thereby confirming a circadian influence on acquisition and retention.
In humans, studies investigating the effect of circadian timing of sleep on learning
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are scarce (reviewed by Schmidt et al. 2007), because the designs are
challenging, e.g. a forced desynchrony or constant routine protocol.
Also the sleep-wake history preceding learning influences memory. Thus,
6 h SD preceding acquisition of a water maze task impaired spatial memory in
rats tested 24 h later, although it had not affected the learning curve during
acquisition (Guan et al. 2004), and a 10 h SD preceding a spontaneous
alternation test impaired spatial working memory in mice (Pierard et al. 2007). In
human subjects a night of SD prior to learning, caused a deficit in the ability to
encode new episodic memories, resulting in a worsening in retention (Yoo et al.
2007).
The daily sleep pattern of rodents is polyphasic and exhibits a strong
circadian amplitude (e.g. Neuhaus and Borbely 1978; Franken et al. 1992; Tobler
1995). These frequent sleep episodes provide numerous opportunities to
consolidate memories acquired during the wakefulness intervals. We investigated
whether the sleep episodes which occur normally also in the dark period, play a
role in facilitating memory consolidation. Task learning was scheduled at the
beginning of the dark period, the main activity period of the mice, and SD was
performed immediately thereafter. To control for non-specific effects of SD on
memory consolidation, another means of keeping the animals awake was
provided, by exploiting the tendency of rodents to run spontaneously when they
are provided with a wheel (RW) (e.g. Deboer and Tobler 2000; Vyazovskiy et al.
2006b). This design enabled the comparison of induced (SD) or spontaneous
(RW) wakefulness with undisturbed sleep. Furthermore, the well-known variability
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in running-wheel use allowed us to explore, whether the amount of
waking/running would interfere with memory consolidation. The experiments
were performed in OF1 mice, whose sleep-wake pattern is known (Kopp et al.
2002). Moreover, they typically run for long intervals when provided with a RW
(own observations), and we had used this strain previously in a similar object
recognition task (Palchykova et al. 2006b).
It is well known that rats, mice and hamsters display preferential
exploration of novel items when choosing between novel and familiar objects
(Ennaceur and Delacour 1988; Dodart et al. 1997; Palchykova et al. 2006a).
Such differential item exploration is generally believed to be a manifestation of
recognition memory. We applied a one-trial object recognition task, which is
based on this inherent curiosity of rodents towards novelty.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Adult male outbred OF1 mice (n = 79; weighing 41 ± 4 g) were kept individually in
Macrolon cages (36 x 20 x 35 cm), some equipped with running wheels (RW;
Vyazovskiy et al. 2006b) and some without a wheel. The mice were maintained
on a 12:12 h light-dark cycle (~ 30 lux) superimposed on constant red light (< 0.5
lux) at 23°C ambient temperature with food and water available ad libitum.
Behavioral tests were performed in young adult mice (age 13.2 ± 0.2 wks, ±SEM)
under dim red light (< 1 lux), beginning after dark onset. At least 3 weeks were
allowed for adaptation to the housing conditions. All experimental procedures
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were performed according to Portaluppi et al. 2008 and were approved by the
Cantonal Veterinary Office of Zurich.

Activity recordings
Motor activity (via infra-red, IR, sensors with a resolution of 0-200 counts
per minute) and RW revolutions were recorded continuously throughout the
experiment, except during the SD procedure. Data were integrated over
consecutive one-minute epochs and stored on a computer (Tobler et al. 1996).
The amount of rest (number of one-minute epochs with activity counts equal
zero) was determined based on activity data. The lack of sleep recordings, in
order to avoid interference with behavior during the object exploration, should not
be an important limitation, since rest behavior provides an approximation of the
amount of sleep in mice (Vyazovskiy et al. 2006a), although it overestimates
sleep duration.

Behavioral task
The object recognition task comprised an acquisition, delay and test phase. All
mice were individually familiarized with the experimental context without objects
(grey plexiglas open field, 75 x 75 x 37 cm) for 15 min at dark onset on the two
days immediately preceding the acquisition phase (Palchykova et al. 2006b).
Real-time video recordings were obtained during acquisition and test.
To test memory for a complex scene, all mice were given the opportunity
to explore a triplet of novel objects placed as a triangle (Fig. 1a) approximately 10
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cm from the walls of the open field for five times 5 min (acquisition phase). No
specific spatial cues were provided within the field. During the 15 min between
exposures, the mouse was returned to its home-cage (the procedure for 6 mice
lasted 2 h). After acquisition the mice were subjected to the protocol described
below (Fig. 1b and c). A 24-h retention interval (delay phase) was chosen to
avoid confounding circadian effects on performance (e.g. Rusak and Zucker
1975; Chaudhury and Colwell 2002) and to provide sufficient time for recovery
from SD (Kopp et al. 2002). During the test phase, the mice were exposed to a
new triplet of objects for 5 min: two objects encountered previously during the
acquisition phase were replaced by an identical copy (familiar), and presented
together with a novel object.

Experimental groups
The mice were divided into four groups (Fig. 1b). One of the two groups with
continuous access to a wheel was allowed to run during the entire retention
interval (RW group; n = 20), while in the second RW group the wheel was
blocked immediately after acquisition and remained blocked until test (RWbl
group; n = 16). The blocked RW group was used to control for the effect of the
animal’s running history on performance during the test phase. The third group
had no wheel and served as control (n = 23). The fourth group was kept awake
immediately after acquisition (duration of SD, n = 20: 5.4 ± 0.3 h; range: 194 522 min; see Fig. 4a, sum of hatched and black bars). A maximum of 6
individuals were sleep deprived simultaneously. During the SD the mice were
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observed continuously: whenever the mice assumed a sleep posture, familiar
nesting material (only tissues; no novel objects) was introduced into the cage or
the mice were aroused by mild acoustic stimulation (tapping on the cage).
Special care was taken not to interfere with feeding and drinking behavior. The
duration of SD was matched on an individual basis to the main running bout
occurring after acquisition in the mice belonging to the RW group (“RW bout”
duration was 4.6 ± 0.5 h; range: 120 - 600 min; Fig. 4b). Since running was
frequently interrupted by 1-2 min of other activities in the cage, including rest, the
“RW bout” was defined for every individual as time elapsed between the end of
the acquisition phase and the first episode of consolidated rest. Consolidation
had to fulfil two criteria: at least 8 consecutive one-minute epochs with no RW
revolutions and the corresponding IR-activity could not exceed zero. The criteria
were not fulfilled by 8 of the 20 mice, which due to dispersed running obtained
longer rest episodes (Fig. 4b). The order of testing was randomized between
RW, SD, RWbl and control mice. However, the RW group was always tested
before the SD group in order to match the SD interval to the RW bout length.
For comparison, several variables of our previous study were reanalyzed
(Palchykova et al. 2006b). For illustration of both designs see Figure 1b and c.
The duration of SD did not differ between the two studies (SD during light vs
dark: 6.0 ± 0 min vs 5.4 ± 0.3 h, unpaired t-test, n.s.)
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Data analysis
Interactions with the objects were quantified by visual off-line scoring of the video
tapes by a trained observer (Bevins and Besheer 2006; Palchykova et al. 2006a;
Palchykova et al. 2006b). The mean of the two objects was used, when
exploration at acquisition or test did not differ significantly between them
(Wilcoxon or paired t-test). Performance during the test phase was defined as the
difference in exploration of the novel object and the mean of two familiar objects.
Significant ANOVA (P < 0.05) was followed by the post-hoc tests
(unpaired or paired t-test, Wilcoxon or Kruskal-Wallis test if the data were not
normally distributed; Tukey-Kramer test to correct for multiple comparisons; SAS
software). Correlations were computed by Pearson product-moment correlation.

RESULTS
All four groups explored the novel object significantly longer than the two familiar
objects during the test phase 24 h after acquisition, thereby clearly discriminating
between the novel and familiar objects (Fig. 2a). Remarkably, the discrimination
did not differ significantly between the groups. Therefore, scheduling the
intervention during the first hours after dark onset, had no effect on performance
(Fig. 2a), while SD at light onset had led to a significant performance
deterioration (Fig. 2b).
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Rest-activity behavior prior to acquisition
Since it is likely that the sleep-wake history preceding acquisition contributes to
optimal learning, in a first step we determined the amount of rest the control mice
obtained in this interval (Fig. 3a). Indeed, in the 10 h pre-acquisition, control mice
subjected to acquisition at dark onset rested significantly more than the mice
which had learned the task at the end of the dark period. Notably, this difference
did not affect performance at the test phase 24 h later (pre-acquisition rest vs
performance: r = 0.11, n.s., n = 31; one mouse, an outlier, was excluded).

Amount of rest lost did not affect memory
Another factor which could contribute to a difference in object discrimination is
the considerably lower loss of sleep during the dark period SD (175.1 ± 13.1 min;
range: 74 – 309 min; Fig. 4a) compared to SD during the light period (261.9 ± 3.4
min). However, excluding those individuals subjected to SD in the dark whose
loss of rest was below the group median (175.8 min; Fig. 4a asterisks) showed
that the remaining mice nevertheless remembered the objects.

Rest, before and after acquisition, influenced performance
It is possible that rest occurring during the consolidation period may have been
sufficient to enable successful performance at test despite the SD interventions.
However, the contribution of rest following acquisition on performance was not
significant (23-h interval: r = 21; n = 60, pooled control and SD groups).
Therefore, it is likely that the combined history before and after learning was the
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determining factor influencing the performance differences between the two SDs.
Indeed, the impact of rest on performance was remarkably different, depending
on the time of day of acquisition and intervention. Thus, a strong positive
correlation was observed between “total” rest (sum of 10 h preceding and 23 h
following acquisition) and performance both in control and SD mice subjected to
acquisition at dark offset, while no such relationship occurred in the
corresponding groups tested at dark onset (Fig. 3b).

Influence of self-induced sleep deprivation by spontaneous running
The RW mice used the wheel almost exclusively during the dark period. In the
remaining 10-h of the dark period following acquisition, the mean distance the
mice ran was 10.1 ± 0.9 km (range: 4.0 – 21.9 km). Despite this spontaneous
SD, the RW mice discriminated the objects at test (Fig. 2a). The amount of
running after acquisition did not influence performance during the test phase (r =
0.03, n = 20). The rest episodes occurring within the “RW bout” (see methods
section) may have contributed to memory consolidation (46.8 ± 6.7 min; range:
13 – 138 min; Fig. 4b). However, these RW bout interruptions consisted largely of
short episodes lasting only 1 or 2 minutes, and excluding those 8 mice which did
not fulfill the RW bout definition criteria (Fig. 4b asterisks) had no effect on the
successful performance of the remaining mice.
We next investigated whether the amount of rest occurring during the
entire 23-h retention interval following acquisition, influenced performance at test
(RW group rested 1.5 h less than either the control or RWbl group). This was not
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the case (RW: r = 0.05, n = 20; RWbl: r = 0.22, n = 16, n.s.). Moreover, neither
rest obtained in the 10-h pre-acquisition interval nor total rest before and after
acquisition correlated with performance in the RW mice (not shown).

Importance of rest immediately following acquisition for performance?
In rats the first 3 h but not 6 h following acquisition of object memory were
sensitive to protein synthesis inhibitors (Rossato et al. 2007). We therefore
determined the amount of rest obtained by our mice in this 3-h interval (the SD
mice did not sleep during this interval). The control and RWbl groups rested for
~90-98 min, which was significantly more than the RW group (39 ± 7 min, P <
0.0001, Tukey-Kramer; ‘group’: F = 41.16, P < 0.0001). Performance during the
test phase did not correlate with the amount of rest obtained in the first 3 h after
acquisition (control: r = 0.10, n = 23; RW: r = 0.02, n = 20; RWbl: r = 0.14, n = 16;
pooled: r = 0.13, n = 59, n.s.).

Object exploration during acquisition
The four groups did not differ during acquisition: they all showed the expected
reduction in object exploration, thereby indicating a similar familiarization with the
objects (not shown). Exploration of the three objects computed over the 5
sessions was significantly lower in the RW group compared to the RWbl group
(Table 1; ‘group’: F = 5.12, P = 0.0028). Nevertheless, both groups performed
equally well during test.
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To investigate whether the time of day of acquisition or test influenced the
results, we compared performance of the corresponding control groups
(acquisition at dark onset and at dark offset). No group difference was observed
(Table 1 and Fig. 2).

DISCUSSION
Our main finding shows that interfering with sleep during the dark period in the
first hours after acquisition has no detrimental effect on recognition memory. The
mice remembered the familiar objects and discriminated them successfully from
the novel one, despite the almost total absence of rest immediately after
acquisition. Moreover, performance of the SD and RW groups was as good as
that of the two control groups (Fig. 2b). This finding is in remarkable contrast to
the impairment of recognition memory in our previous study, where a similar
interval of SD was scheduled at light onset (Figs. 1b and 2a). The different
circadian timing of the studies entailed large differences in spontaneous activity
and in the amount of sleep the animals lost during the SD, but did not affect
performance during acquisition (Table 1).
Several factors could have contributed to the differences in performance at
test between the two studies. First, there is evidence that there is a circadian
component to learning and memory (Holloway and Wansley 1973; Stephan and
Kovacevic 1978; Chaudhury and Colwell 2002; Lyons et al. 2005; Eckel-Mahan
et al. 2008). Circadian differences in performance in a passive avoidance
retention task were abolished in SCN lesioned rats, while the sham-operated and
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control rats displayed optimal retention only 24 h after acquisition (Stephan and
Kovacevic 1978). Moreover, the ability of mice to form and maintain
hippocampus-dependent contextual fear memory also undergoes a circadian
oscillation (Chaudhury and Colwell 2002; Eckel-Mahan et al. 2008). The control
mice of our two studies showed similar object recognition, despite the difference
in timing of training and test. In contrast, the timing of SD was critical for
performance. Only in the mice sleep deprived during the light period and only
when SD was scheduled immediately after acquisition, an object memory deficit
became evident. Second, memories are not established in their definitive form
during acquisition, but only after a consolidation period (for review Abel and Lattal
2001; Dudai 2002). Sleep is most intense in the first hours after light onset
(Tobler et al. 1997; Huber et al. 2000; Franken et al. 2001), therefore,
consolidation may be optimal during this period, regardless of the timing of
acquisition. However, this notion is not supported by the detrimental effect SD
had on contextual fear memory, when acquisition and a 5-h SD were timed
during the second half of the light period and testing occurred, as in our case, 24
h later (Graves et al. 2003).
A third contributing factor may have been the degree of interference with
the natural sleep pattern. Thus, interference may be less detrimental in the SD
dark condition, when the animals are predominantly awake and active, spending
less time asleep. This interpretation is supported by the RW mice, which kept
themselves awake spontaneously. It is unlikely that the small amount of rest the
RW mice obtained within the first long running wheel bout underlies the
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successful performance, since the SD mice, obtaining no rest at all, remembered
the objects. Moreover, the amount of rest obtained by the RW group within the
first 3 or 23 h immediately following acquisition did not correlate with performance
at test. In addition, it has been shown that spontaneous wheel running as well as
forced treadmill activity can facilitate the processes underlying learning and
memory consolidation (Samorajski et al. 1985; van Praag et al. 1999;
O'Callaghan et al. 2007).
The larger amount of sleep lost by the mice subjected to SD during the
light period, compared to the dark period, could be responsible for the
performance difference between the groups. Interestingly, those mice which lost
the largest amount of sleep during the SD dark (Fig. 4a; loss of rest was 218.7 ±
14.3 min, n=10), still remembered the objects. The minimal amount of sleep
needed during the light period to allow successful consolidation is unknown.
The preceding sleep-wake history might be critical for acquisition and
consolidation of memories. Thus, spatial memory was impaired in rats when a 6
h SD preceded acquisition in a water maze task (Guan et al. 2004), and in
humans, a retention deficit was found when a night without sleep was scheduled
before encoding of new episodic memories (Yoo et al. 2007). In our experiment
memory seemed to be more labile in those mice which learned the task at dark
offset, i.e. after a prolonged waking period. In contrast, when the learning task
was scheduled after a period of sleep, as was the case in the acquisition at dark
onset, memory seems to be more stable. This notion is consistent with the
hypothesis that sleep facilitates downscaling or reducing synaptic strength which
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was increased during preceding wakefulness (Tononi and Cirelli 2006). Thus,
slope and amplitude of cortical evoked responses, which are believed to reflect
the strength of population excitatory postsynaptic currents (Rall 1967), were
shown to increase after wakefulness and decrease after sleep in the rat
(Vyazovskiy et al. 2008). However, our correlation analyses showed that only
total amount of rest before and after acquisition was positively correlated with
performance at test (Fig. 3b; acquisition at dark offset).
The SD intervention per se may induce stress. However, the interference
necessary to keep mice awake during the dark period was considerably less than
in the mice sleep deprived at light onset. Moreover, corticosterone levels in mice
subjected to SD at light onset (Palchykova et al. 2006b) or at dark onset (not
shown) were not enhanced compared to matched time of day controls. Since
long-term wheel running increased corticosterone levels in B6 mice (Droste et al.
2003; Otawa et al. 2007), it is possible that the HPA axis contributed to the
successful learning in our RW mice, despite their lack of sleep.
In summary, interfering with sleep during the dark period does not affect
object recognition memory consolidation, while it is detrimental for consolidation
when sleep is disturbed during the light period. We conclude that the animal’s
history prior to learning as well as the timing of sleep relative to the learning task
may play a role in the processes underlying learning and memory consolidation.
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FIGURE LEGEND
Figure 1. Experimental design
(a): Scheme of the object recognition task. During the acquisition phase, mice
were exposed to a triplet of novel objects for five 5-min intervals interspersed by
15 min during which the animal was returned to its home-cage. Acquisition was
followed by a 24-h delay phase. During the test phase, the mice were exposed to
a new triplet of objects for 5 min: two objects encountered previously during the
acquisition phase were replaced by an identical copy and presented together with
a novel object.
(b): Acquisition at dark onset (groups 1-4). All mice were subjected to an
acquisition phase at the beginning of the dark period and their recognition
memory was assessed 24 h later during the test phase. The first group was kept
awake by gentle interference for 5.4 h during the dark period, starting
immediately after acquisition, and left undisturbed thereafter (SD group; n = 20).
The second group, which was provided with a wheel throughout the experiment,
was allowed to run during the retention interval (RW group; n = 20). The third
group had no wheel and served as an undisturbed control (n = 23). In the fourth
group, the RW was blocked immediately after acquisition (RWbl group; n = 16).
(c): Acquisition at dark offset (groups 1-2). The acquisition phase of the object
recognition task was scheduled at the end of the dark period and recognition
memory was assessed 24 h later. One group (1) was kept awake for 6 h by
gentle interference during the light period, immediately following upon acquisition
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(SD group, n = 9). The control group (2) was returned to the home-cage after
acquisition and left undisturbed (n = 9).

Figure 2. Performance during the test phase, 24 h after acquisition
Time spent exploring a novel and the familiar objects (mean of two objects ±
SEM in seconds) during the test phase.
(a): Effect on memory when SD was performed during the dark period. Control (n
= 23), blocked running wheel (RWbl; n = 16), sleep deprived (SD; n = 20) and
running wheel (RW; n = 20) mice explored the novel object significantly longer
than the familiar one (* P < 0.01, ** P < 0.005, Wilcoxon after ANOVA ‘object’: F
= 39.25, P < 0.0001).
(b): Effect on memory when SD was performed during the light period. Control
mice explored the novel object significantly longer than the familiar one, while no
difference in object exploration was observed in the SD group.

Figure 3. Amount of rest preceding and following acquisition.
(a): Rest (defined as one-minute epochs with infra-red activity =0; mean ± SEM)
during the 10 h preceding acquisition in the control groups subjected to
acquisition either at dark offset (n = 9) or dark onset (n = 22). * P < 0.0001:
difference between the groups (Kruskal-Wallis).
(b): Correlations between the amounts of rest obtained during 10 h preceding
and 23 h following acquisition and performance during the test phase for the
pooled control and SD groups. Acquisition was either at dark onset or dark offset.
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Figure 4. Individual amount of rest following acquisition
(a): Duration of the sleep deprivation (SD) procedure (black bars), loss of rest
during SD (dashed bars; amount of rest during the baseline interval
corresponding to the SD period, 10-day mean) in individuals belonging to the SD
group (n = 20) sorted according to their performance during the test phase
(difference in exploration of the novel and the mean of two familiar objects; the
best performance score equals 20). Asterisks indicate those individuals which
lost <175.8 min of rest during SD. Discrimination between the novel vs. familiar
objects of remaining n = 10 mice: P < 0.038, Wilcoxon.
(b): Length of the “RW bout” following acquisition (black bars; see methods
section for definition), total amount of rest within the “RW bout” (white bars) and
amount of consecutive 1- and 2-min epochs of rest within the “RW bout” (grey
bars) of individuals belonging to the RW group (n = 20) sorted according to their
performance during the test phase. Asterisks indicate mice which obtained more
than 8 consecutive 1-min rest epochs within the “RW bout”. Discrimination
between the novel vs. familiar objects of remaining n = 12 mice: P < 0.009,
Wilcoxon.
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Table 1. Duration of object exploration during acquisition (seconds)
Groups

Acquisition at dark onset

Acquisition at dark offset

N

Total exploration

N

Total exploration

Control

23

127.3 ± 13.6

9

161.5 ± 19.5

RWbl

16

170.2 ± 15.1

-

-

SD

20

126.0 ± 15.8

9

157.5 ± 20.0

RW

20

91.1 ± 8.7#

-

-

Duration of object exploration (mean ± SEM in seconds) of undisturbed controls, mice with a blocked running wheel (RWbl), and a
sleep deprived (SD) and RW group during acquisition. N = number of animals. Total exploration during acquisition is defined as the
sum of exploration of the three novel objects over the 5 consecutive sessions (see methods for details). Acquisition occurred either
at dark onset or dark offset. RW vs. RWbl: # P < 0.001, Tukey.
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